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Vancomycin, a glycopeptide antibiotic, is commonly used to treat gram-positive infections. Intravenous (IV)
vancomycin requires extensive clinical monitoring in both community and healthcare settings to maintain efficacy
and limit toxicity. Despite vigilant monitoring, nephrotoxicity is a common adverse drug event associated with
vancomycin. Upon hospital discharge, patients often require home infusion services for continuation of therapy.
Hydration status between acute care and home settings may impact drug metabolism and clearance. Currently,
no published literature addresses the incidence of vancomycin-induced nephrotoxicity in this setting.

Upon transition to the home infusion setting, empiric dose reductions of vancomycin are based on hospital discharge
laboratory values, frequency of administration, and clinical judgment. Throughout vancomycin therapy, 50% of
patients in this study required dose reductions with the majority occurring within seven days post-hospitalization.
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Of note, patients receiving empiric vancomycin dose reductions upon transition to home infusion services did not
experience AKI or rehospitalization during therapy.
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Purpose
The primary objective of this study was to determine the percentage of patients requiring vancomycin dose
reductions from the acute care setting to home infusion services. The secondary outcomes evaluated the
incidence of acute kidney injury (AKI) and rates of rehospitalization due to AKI. Results of this study may
indicate whether an empiric dose reduction in the home infusion setting would prevent vancomycin-induced
nephrotoxicity following hospitalization.

Methods
This retrospective study included adult patients from the North Central United States receiving trough-based
IV vancomycin dosing for osteomyelitis between April 1, 2021 to June 30, 2021. Exclusion criteria consisted
of patients receiving AUC-based vancomycin dosing and concomitant use of piperacillin-tazobactam. Retrospective chart review of electronic medical records determined the percentage of patients requiring dose
reductions post-hospitalization.
Chart review also determined the number of patients with AKI and hospital readmission due to AKI. Based on
Kidney Disease: Improving Global Outcomes (KDIGO) guidelines, AKI will be defined as an increase in serum
creatinine of ≥0.3 mg/dL within 48 hours or 1.5 times increase from baseline within the last seven days.1

Results
A total of 94 patients from various North Central United States pharmacies were included and evaluated for dose
reductions of vancomycin. Of these, 47 (50%) patients required dose reductions throughout therapy, with 24 (51%)
reductions occurring within the first seven days post-hospitalization.
Of the eight patients with reduced doses on Day 0, three (37.5%) patients were reduced by home infusion
pharmacists for ease of administration (Figure 1). Nine (9.5%) patients developed AKI from vancomycin within
two to seven days post-hospitalization, and four (4.3%) patients required readmission due to AKI (Table 1).
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Empirically reducing vancomycin may correlate with decreased incidence of AKI as patients transition from acute
care to home infusion for therapy continuation. Practitioners should continue to closely monitor all vancomycin
modifications to ensure therapeutic drug levels and patient safety. Further research is needed to confirm the
results of this study.

TABLE 1: BASELINE CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDY PARTICIPANTS
AND STUDY OUTCOMES
Baseline Characteristics (n = 94)
Age, years*

63.4 (22-97)

Sex, male

69 (73.4)
Primary Outcome (n = 94)

Total Dose Reductions

47 (50)

Day 0

8 (17)

Day 1-7

16 (34)

Day 8-14

13 (27.7)

Day >14

10 (21.3)

Secondary Outcomes (n = 94)
Patients with SCr Increase

Average SCr Increase†

46 (49)

0.26 (24.2)

AKI

9 (9.5)

Hospital Readmission due to AKI

4 (4.3)

Data are n (%), unless stated otherwise. *Mean (range). †SCr in mg/dL (average % increase from
baseline).
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